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Julie Mehretu: Unclosed and The Residual
by Kathan Brown

In a lecture at the Frieze Fair in London at the end of last year, 
critic Dave Hickey told this story: he and his wife were at a dinner 
party in Los Angeles discussing movies with some movie people. 
“What I like about that movie,” Hickey’s wife said, “was that it 
had good values.”

“Good values!” replied a director. “Do you think that’s com-
ing back?”

Dave Hickey thinks so. “If you behave well, if you behave 
correctly, if you make art that will still matter in 200 years, all you 
can lose is money,” he said in his lecture. He didn’t explain this 
(the lecture overall was addressed to art dealers, not artists), but it 
has brought racing thoughts to me. Whenever someone asks how 
we choose artists to invite to Crown Point, I say we look for peo-
ple whose work has a chance to still be around in 100 years. Then 

I get befuddled trying to explain how anyone can possibly guess at 
that. I usually say you can’t tell only by looking at the artist’s work, 
and that the prices being paid for it are of little relevance, but it’s 
hard to say more. Now that Hickey has mentioned it, I think I 
probably look for correct behavior. And what is that—for an artist?

Bulldog behavior, getting a hold of something and holding on 
especially if you’re not sure exactly what it is—worrying it, wig-
gling it, maybe throwing it up in the air and chasing it, not letting 
it get away but not pinning it down either. Julie Mehretu, in a lec-
ture at the San Francisco Art Institute last fall, spoke of “the thing 
that I’m chasing” rather wistfully, almost as an aside. The next day 
in the etching studio she said of the print later titled Unclosed, “If 
I put too much more in it, it will become definitive. I want it to 
allude, suggest.” 








